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We develop a new method for placing a given context-free grammar
into Greibach normal form with only polynomial increase of its size. Start-
ing with an arbitrary =-free context-free grammar G, we transform G into
an equivalent context-free grammar H in extended Greibach normal form;
i.e., in addition to rules, fulfilling the Greibach normal form properties, the
grammar can have chain rules. The size of H will be O( |G|3), where |G|
is the size of G. Moreover, in the case that G is chain rule free, H will be
already in Greibach normal form. If H is not chain rule free then we use
the standard method for chain rule elimination for the transformation of H
into Greibach normal form. The size of the constructed grammar is
O( |G|4). ] 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
We assume that the reader is familiar with the elementary theory of finite
automata and context-free grammars as written in standard text books, e.g.
[1, 4, 5, 11]. First, we will review the notations used in the subsequence.
A context-free grammar G is a 4-tuple (V, 7, P, S ), where V is a finite, nonempty
set of symbols called the total vocabulary, 7/V a finite set of terminal symbols,
N=V"7 the set of nonterminal symbols (or variables), P a finite set of rules (or
productions), and S # N is the start symbol. The productions are of the form A  :,
where A # N and : # V*. : is called alternative of A. L(G ) denotes the context-free
language generated by G. The size |G| of the context-free grammar G is defined by
|G|= :
A  : # P
lg(A:),
where lg(A:) is the length of the string A:. Two context-free grammars G and G$
are equivalent if both grammars generate the same language; i.e., L(G)=L(G$). Let
= denote the empty word. A production A  = is called =-rule. A production A  B
with B # N is called chain rule.
A leftmost (rightmost) derivation is a derivation where, at every step, the variable
replaced has no variable to its left (right) in the sentential form from which the
replacement is made.
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A context-free grammar G=(V, 7, P, S ) is =-free if each production is of the
form
(i) A  : with : # (V"[S])+, or
(ii) S  =.
A context-free grammar G is in Chomsky normal form if each production is of the
form
(i) A  BC with B, C # N"[S],
(ii) A  a with a # 7, or
(iii) S  =.
A context-free grammar G is in extended Chomsky normal form if each production
is of the form
(i) A  BC with B, C # N"[S],
(ii) A  B with B # N"[S],
(iii) A  a with a # 7, or
(iv) S  =.
A context-free grammar G=(V, 7, P, S ) is in Greibach normal form if each
production is of the form
(i) A  a: with a # 7, : # (V"[S])*, or
(ii) S  =.
A context-free grammar G=(V, 7, P, S ) is in extended Greibach normal form if
each production is of the form
(i) A  a: with a # 7, : # (V"[S])*,
(ii) A  B with B # N"[S], or
(iii) S  =.
A context-text free grammar in (extended) Greibach normal form is in 2
(extended ) Greibach normal form if for all productions of type (i) lg(:)2.
Given an arbritrary context-free grammar G=(V, 7, P, S ), it is well known that
G can be transformed into an equivalent context-free grammar G$ which is in
Greibach normal form [35, 11]. But the usual algorithms possibly construct a
context-free grammar G$, where the size of G$ is exponential in the size of G (see
[4, pp. 113115] for an example). Given a context-free grammar G without =-rules
and without chain rules, Rosenkrantz [9] has given an algorithm which produces
an equivalent context-free grammar G$ in Greibach normal form such that
|G$|=O( |G|3). Rosenkrantz gave no analysis of the size of G$. For an analysis, see
[4, pp. 129130] or [7]. Given an arbitrary context-free grammar G=(V, 7, P, S ),
the usual algorithm for the elimination of the chain rules can square the size of the
grammar (see [4, p. 102] for an example). No better algorithm is known. Hence,
given an arbitrary context-free grammar G, the elimination of the chain rules in a
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first step and applying Rosenkrantz’s algorithm in a second step can produce an
equivalent context-free grammar G$ in Greibach normal form of size O( |G|6).
Rosenkrantz’s algorithm uses formal power series. In [10] Urbanek has given an
algorithm for the transformation of a given context-free grammar in Chomsky nor-
mal form into Greibach normal form which produces in a pure derivation-oriented
way without using systems of equations the same grammar as Rosenkrantz’s
algorithm. Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [2] have given another algorithm which
constructs for a given arbitrary =-free context-free grammar G an equivalent
grammar in 2 Greibach normal form of size O( |G|6). They also use the language LB
of sentential forms of terminal leftmost derivations introduced in Section 2. But
during the construction they use a chain rule free right linear scheme H, where the
absence of chain rules seems to be essential. In [8], we have given a similiar
construction. But since we do not need the chain rule freedom in between, we get
an equivalent context-free grammar in 2 Greibach normal form of size O( |G|4).
We will develop a more direct method for placing a given context-free grammar
into Greibach normal form with only polynomial increase of its size. Starting with
an arbitrary =-free context-free grammar G, we transform G into an equivalent
context-free grammar H in extended Greibach normal form. The size of H will be
O( |G|3). Moreover, in the case that G is chain rule free, H will be already in
Greibach normal form. If H is not chain rule free, then we use the standard method
for chain rule elimination for the transformation of H into Greibach normal form.
The size of the constructed grammar is O( |G|4).
In [6], Piricka Kelemenova has shown for a specific infinite family of context-
free grammars G that any equivalent context-free grammar in Greibach normal
form has size 0( |G|2) (see also [4, p. 131]). This is the best lower bound known
so far such that a gap of O( |G|2) between to the best lower bound and the new
upper bound still exists.
2. THE METHOD
Let G=(V, 7, P, S ) be an arbitrary =-free context-free grammar. Note that by
the definition of =-freedom, the start symbol does not appear at the right side of any
production. Productions of type A  a: with a # 7 already fulfill the Greibach
normal form properties. Our goal is now to replace the productions of type A  B:,
B # N"[S] by productions which fulfill the Greibach normal form properties.
The idea is the following. For all B # N"[S], we want to construct a context-free
grammar GB=(VB , V, PB , SB) such that
(a) GB is in extended Greibach normal form; i.e., for each rule A  : there
holds :=a# with a # V or : # NB=VB"V,
(b) SB  : # PB implies that :=a# with a # 7 and # # (VB"[SB])*, and
(c) H is obtained from G by replacing each production A  B:, B # N"[S]
by the set [A  a#: | SB  a# # PB] of productions, and adding PB "[SB  : | : #
(VB"[SB])*], B # N"[S] to the set of productions.
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For the construction of GB , we are interested in leftmost derivations of the form
B O a# or B O *lmC: O a#:,
where a # 7, C # N"[S] and :, # # (V"[S])*. Up to the last replacement, only
alternatives from N(V"[S])* are chosen. The last replacement chooses for C an
alternative in 7(V"[S])*. Such a leftmost derivation is called terminal leftmost
derivation and is denoted by
B O tlma# and B O *tlma#:, respectively.
Let LB=[a$ # 7(V"[S])* | B O *tlma$ ]. Our goal is to construct a context-free
grammar GB=(VB , V, PB , SB) such that
(a) L(GB)=LB , and
(b) each alternative of a variable begins with a symbol in V or is itself a
variable.
For the construction of PB , let us consider a terminal leftmost derivation
B O D1:1 O D2:2 :1 O } } } O Dt:t } } } :1 O a#:t } } } :1
in more detail. Then a # 7, Di # N"[S] and #, :i # (V"[S])*, 1it. a#:=
a#:t } } } :1 is the corresponding terminal string in LB .
For A # N, the set W(A) contains exactly the variables which can be reached
from A using only chain rules; i.e.,
W(A)=[C # N | A O *C].
Our goal is now to define the productions in PB in a way such that a terminal
leftmost derivation is simulated by a rightmost derivation backwards. For doing
this, we introduce for all C # N the new variable CB . The rightmost derivation with
respect to the terminal leftmost derivation above is
SB O a#DB, t O a#:tDB, t&1 O } } } O a#:t } } } :2DB, 1 O a#:t } } } :1 .
There are three types of productions:
1. Productions with the start symbol SB on the left side, the so-called start
productions. These productions correspond to productions of G where the first
symbol of the right side is in 7.
2. Productions which are no start productions with a variable in NB"[SB]
on the right side, the so-called inner productions. These productions correspond to
productions of G where the first symbol of the right side is in N"[S].
3. Productions which are no start productions with no variable in NB"[SB]
on the right side, the so-called final productions. These productions correspond to
productions of G where the left side is in W(B) and the first symbol of the right side
is in N"[S].
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Altogether, we obtain the context-free grammar GB=(VB , V, PB , SB) defined by
VB=[AB | A # N] _ V, and
PB=[SB  a# | C  a# # P for C # W(B), a # 7, # # V*]
_ [SB  a#CB | C  a# # P, a # 7, # # V*]
_ [CB  :DB | D  C: # P, D # N"[S], C # N, : # V*]
_ [CB  : | D  C: # P, D # W(B), C # N, : # V+].
The grammar GB has the properties:
1. L(GB)=LB
2. |GB |3 |G|
3. SB  : # PB implies that :=a$, a # 7.
4. GB is in extended Greibach normal form with respect to the terminal
alphabet V.
5. B{C implies NB & NC=<.
Starting with an arbitrary derivation in GB and G, respectively, Property 1 can
be proven easily by construction of the corresponding derivation with respect to the
other context-free grammar G and GB , respectively. Property 2 follows from the
observation that for every production of G with first symbol in 7 there correspond
at most two start productions of GB and the fact that each other production of G
corresponds to at most one inner production and to at most one final production.
Note that the length of a start production is at most equal the length of the corre-
sponding production in G plus 1 and the length of any other production is at most
equal the length of the corresponding production in G. Properties 35 follow
directly from the construction.
Now, we obtain H from G by performing the algorithm:
(1) For all B # N"[S] add PB to P.
(2) For all B, E # N"[S] replace
 each production A  B: by A  SB: and
 each production AE  B: by AE  SB:.
(3) For all B, E # N"[S] replace
 each production A  SB: by [A  a#: | SB  a# # PB] and
 each production AE  SB: by [AE  a#: | SB  a# # PB].
(4) For all B # N"[S] remove [SB  : | SB  : # PB].
The grammar H=(V$, 7, P$, S) has the properties:
1. L(H)=L(G )
2. |H |=O( |G|3)
3. H is in extended Greibach normal form.
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4. For all B # N"[S], GB is replaced by an equivalent grammar G$B of size
O( |G|2).
5. If G has no chain rules then H is already in Greibach normal form.
6. If H is not chain rule free then all chain rules of H are of the form
DE  CE .
Property 1 follows directly from the construction. By the definition of LB ,
B # N"[S] it is clear that Steps 12 do not change the generated language. Step 3
replaces only some variables by all possible alternatives. Property 2 holds since for
all B # N"[S] the size of GB is O( |G| ). Note that after performing Step 2, the size
of the grammar is O( |G|2) and, hence, after Step 3 O( |G|3). Moreover, Step 3
produces for all B # N"[S] for GB an equivalent context-free grammar G$B of size
O( |G|2). By construction, it is clear that the grammar is in extended Greibach nor-
mal form. The only possibility to construct chain rules is during the construction
of inner productions in the case that :==. But then, P contains the chain rule
D  C. Hence, Properties 5 and 6 are fulfilled.
In the case that H is not chain rule free, we use the standard method for chain
rule elimination, getting an equivalent context-free grammar G$ in Greibach normal
form. This is done by performing for all B # N"[S] the algorithm:
(1) Compute W(DB) for all DB # NB .
(2) Replace for all DB # NB [DB  EB | DB  EB # P$] by [DB  : | :  NB
and _CB # W(DB) : CB  : # P$].
The grammar G$ has the properties:
1. L(G$)=L(G ).
2. G$ is in Greibach normal form.
3. |G$|=O( |G|4).
Properties 1 and 2 follow directly from the construction. Since for all B # N"[S]
the size of NB is bounded by |G| and the size of G$B is bounded by O( |G|2),
Step 2 replaces each grammar G$B by an equivalent grammar G"B of size O( |G|3).
This implies Property 3.
Altogether, we have proven the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let G=(V, 7, P, S) be an arbitrary =-free context-free grammar.
Then there exists an equivalent context-free grammar G$=(V$, 7, P$, S) in Greibach
normal form such that |G$|=O( |G|3) if G is chain rule free and |G$|=O( |G|4)
otherwise.
If we want to construct for an arbitrary =-free context-free grammar an equivalent
context-free grammar in 2 Greibach normal form, then we transform G in a first
step into an equivalent context-free grammar in extended Chomsky normal form
and apply in a second step the algorithm above to the resulting grammar. It is easy
to see that we get a context-free grammar G$ in 2 Greibach normal form. Since the
first step increases the size of the grammar only by a small constant factor (see, e.g.
[4]), |G$|=O( |G|4).
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